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Color Revival aims to simplify the advanced 12 Season Color Analysis system. Easy to
understand charts and photos help describe it in its simplest conditions. Besides understanding
the concepts behind it, people will dsicover how color analysis generally will help one save
money and time while usually looking their best. Included are complete palettes for every of the
12 seasons, as well as a lot of case studies of 'real people' who've been effectively color
analyzed by the writer.
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Helpful Little bit of the Puzzle This book provides essential information that I haven't found as
well explained elsewhere, it really is an excellent second step after reading the seasonal palette
books.. Worth the amount of money! I purchased this as an revise as I currently was dealing with
my season/colors. But I can also put on olive green. At least in the various other 12 season color
analysis book, a whole category is directed at women with gray locks. Many of us are Awesome
Winters or Summers. In this book, there have been no examples of Great Winters with gray locks.
Disappointed, NOT ONE WOMAN OF COLOR IN THE Reserve! :) Still Confused I have been
struggling for two years to figure out what Season Color We am. At least, I don't feel just like I'm
being overlooked. I guess the author, who is apparently a Warm Autumn, do what was right for
her season (which is to color your hair) but forgot about the cooler months who often gray
beautifully. Knowing my time of year helped me avoid particular mistakes, but she helped in
understanding the subtleties of the types--I believe the reserve is valuable to someone set on
understanding the seasonal system--I noticed some people gave it low review, but for me, it was
valuable because it acquired gems in it I hadn't found somewhere else. This book is crucial read
for anyone interested in color analysis! Written in an easy-to-read format, Color Revival by Lora
Alexander is usually filled with interesting and practical info. The times of year are clearly
explained along with the greatest clothing options for each, but suggestions are also given on
hair color, make-up, jewelry, how aging affects a season's look therefore much more! How to get
by with wearing shades and looks outdoors your season and suggestions for guys are included
as well. The colour printing in this reserve is atrocious! Acquiring an inexpensive palette can be
achieved by googling your period on Pinterest and printing out the correct chart. Note that it'll
still not be fully correct, however, given the distinctions in computer displays and printers. For a
far more accurate depiction of the colors, I recommend buying the deluxe swatches from the
author's website.The author does a great job of giving an online color analysis from pictures you
submit if you are interested in that. I bought this book as a follow-up to my analysis just because
I needed it as a reference guide. For years, I tried to figure out my time of year from the four
time of year Color Me Beautiful program, however the twelve season system used by the writer
of Color Revival is more flexible and allows for variants within the four months. I look horrible in
muted shades. I love my new Very soft Autumn look. I believe I'll just stay with Color Me
Beautiful: Looking your very best. Actually the actresses and Television personalities used as
illustrations were all nonblack. It was very beneficial, but I am still undecided in regards to what
Period I am. I would recommend this book to anyone else who is looking. It might just assist you
to. Until that time, the price must be drastically reduced. I was really looking forward to an
update on the info in Carole Jackson's book that i always felt was incomplete. This was a waste
of money. There's not enough detailed info, some seasons are under-represented & The title
should have read a "Color Revival for nonblack women". The many illustrations, color swatches
and photos of genuine people put this publication over the top as being really worth the money!
Also, logically,some colors for each season are so near each other that I think it is hard to trust
you'll LOOK SO MUCH BETTER if you only use YOUR COLORS!! wish somebody would write a
better book on personal program. By the way - I appear to have hair that matches no category..
The most crucial part of this book should be the color palettes, nevertheless, the chart for my
"muted" season had screamingly over-saturated, unwearable colors. My eyes appear to match
the Autumn category..they're green with a Sunburst of deep gold around the Iris. My skin is quite
pale..cool-toned. I burn very easily. So what am I? I get rave compliments when I wear vivid
hues. I've examine almost every seasonal color publication out generally there, and her
materials answered a whole lot of my queries.reddish colored, fuschia, purple, etc. It's like we



don't exist. Just what a comfort to finally "fit" into among the seasons! Color me confused. What
you should know! If you are interested in "your season/colors" that is a great book. a lot of
advice, but next to nothing for gray haired women While generally, the book Color Revival gives
a lot of advice, it REALLY IGNORES help for older females with gray locks.) This book must be
professionally re-written, re-organized, and re-illustrated with ACCURATE shades. I just couldn't
believe it, as the Cool Winter may be the gray haired female at her best. That said, I am
fascinated with color theory &! I purchased the reserve hoping to expand about the 4-color
season theory. I was very disappointed. There wasn't one person of color in the reserve. I am an
African-American girl and the book had not been helpful. I was hoping that this book would help.
despite the fact that I've always known I'm a Wintertime, I fit non-e of the descriptions. Too
expensive, and an excellent disappointment!it was darkish with a reddish cast in the sunshine (I
color it dark reddish brown). (My Tinted Autumn palette will be better named Tropical Fish. I
could promise you if you follow this theory you will unquestionably look and feel better about
yourself! Five Stars great So disappointed!The only disadvantage is that the colour swatches
may not be a genuine representation of the actual color. However, the author says this at the
beginning of the reserve and recommends going by the color name rather than the actual color
block in the publication. Color Revival Sounds like a good idea to provide clear and simple tips
to optimize the image. is a little guide to understand just a little personal design according to
the prevalence of every person in their palette.
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